We investigate how the use of slow-light methods can enhance the performance of various types of spectroscopic interferometers under practical conditions. We show that, while in ideal cases the enhancement of the spectral resolution is equal to the magnitude of the group index of the slow-light medium, the ratio between the associated gain or loss and the group index of the slow-light medium actually determines the spectral resolution under more-general conditions. Moreover, the dispersion of this ratio leads to frequency-dependent spectral resolution, which limits the useful working bandwidth of the interferometer. We also evaluate the performance of interferometers using three specific slow-light processes in terms of the achievable spectral resolution and the effective working finesse. We show that the spectral resolution is typically limited by the characteristic linewidth of each slow-light process and that there is no fundamental upper limit for the effective working finesse.
INTRODUCTION
Slow-and fast-light technology [1] has recently attracted a great deal of interest, both in terms of fundamental [2] [3] [4] [5] and practical [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] aspects. One of the promising potential applications of slow light is in optical communications, where a tunable delay element can be used for all-optical buffering, data-synchronization, jitter correction, etc. One primary figure of merit of a slow-light delay element is the maximum fractional delay (also known as the delay-bandwidth product). While there is no fundamental limit for this figure of merit [12] , it is often limited by the maximum change in signal power level and the signal distortion that a practical system can tolerate [13] .
It has been shown recently that slow light can also be used to enhance the spectral performance of various types of interferometers [14] [15] [16] [17] . The ability to increase the spectral resolution of interferometric spectrometers by a factor as large as the group index can have many important implications for modern optical technology. Increased resolution leads to the ability to resolve closely spaced spectral components. This ability can prove extremely important for applications in analytic chemistry and biology. Alternatively, spectrometers could be made very much smaller (by a factor as large as the group index) without suffering any degradation of their spectral resolution. Such miniaturized spectrometers could have important implications in the context of integrated optical systems. Applications of such chip-scale spectrometers could include the design of improved wavelength-division multiplexers, extremely narrow tunable filters, and generalpurpose spectrometers and the measurement of small frequency shifts.
In the ideal case in which the slow-light medium is lossless and has uniform group index over the bandwidth of interest, the enhancement factor of the spectral resolution is equal to the group index of the slow-light medium. However, in practice, a slow-light medium typically has associated gain or loss and has dispersion of the group index, which limit the maximum achievable enhancement of the spectral performances. In this paper, we investigate the spectral performance of various types of slow-light interferometers, and we investigate in detail how the gain or loss and dispersion of the group index influence the spectral performance.
We use two figures of merit to evaluate the spectral performance of an interferometer. The first one is the spectral resolution ␦ min , which describes the minimum frequency difference that the interferometer can resolve. This quantity also describes how sensitive an interferometer is to the change of the input frequency when it is used as a frequency monitor or sensor.
Second, the maximum usable spectral bandwidth of an interferometer, which we call the working bandwidth, is an important quantity. The working bandwidth can be limited by both the dispersive properties of the slow-light medium and by the construction of the interferometer itself. In this paper, we consider only the limitation imposed by the dispersive properties of the medium, which would usually be the primary limitation for a practical slow-light interferometer. We determine the working bandwidth of the interferometer by setting a uniformity criterion such that the spectral resolution within the working bandwidth should not vary by more than a certain fractional amount. To describe this property ad-equately, we use a second figure of merit, namely, the working finesse F w , which is defined as the ratio of the working bandwidth to the spectral resolution.
SPECTRAL PERFORMANCE OF SLOW-LIGHT INTERFEROMETERS
In this section, we derive expressions for the frequencydependent spectral resolution ␦ min of three types of commonly used spectroscopic interferometers, namely, the two-beam interferometer, the multiple-beam interferometer, and the Fourier transform (FT) interferometer, for cases in which slow-light media are used. Note that the working finesse is not treated in this section because this concept can be treated only within the context of specific model of the slow-light medium, which are discussed in Section 3.
A. Two-Beam Interferometer
First, we consider the case of a Mach-Zehnder (M-Z) interferometer as a typical example of a two-beam interferometer. A slow-light medium of length L is placed in one of its arms (see Fig. 1 ) and the two arms are adjusted so that the optical path difference between the arms is equal to the optical path length through the slow-light medium. The transmission of such an interferometer is then given by
where ␣ is the absorption coefficient of the medium, and ⌬ is the phase difference between the two arms expressed by
and where is the frequency of the input field, c is the speed of light in vacuum, and n͑͒ is the refractive index of the slow-light medium. The spectral sensitivity of such an interferometer can be described by the rate at which the phase difference term ⌬ changes with frequency . Taking the derivative of ⌬ with respect to frequency, one obtains the following expression:
where n g ϵ n + dn /d is the group index. If one defines the spectral resolution ␦ min to be the frequency difference between adjacent transmission peaks and valleys, one obtains the following expression for the spectral resolution:
Note also that the visibility of such a M-Z interferometer is given by .
͑5͒
For a lossless M-Z interferometer, the value of the visibility V is 1. The associated loss or gain of the slow-light medium will decrease the fringe visibility V. For definiteness, we require that the loss through the slow-light medium be less than 1 / e (or gain less than a factor of e), and consequently we obtain the following restriction on the length L of the medium:
Note that this requirement indicates that the visibility V is always no less than 0.65. Substituting this requirement into Eq. (4), one obtains the following expression for the minimum spectral resolution for a M-Z interferometer with a lossy slow-light medium:
͑7͒
Such an expression for the spectral resolution is also applicable to other types of two-beam interferometers, such as a Michelson interferometer.
B. Multiple-Beam Interferometer
To investigate the performance of multiple-beam interferometers, we use as a typical example the Fabry-Perot (F-P) interferometer (see Fig. 2 ). For the case in which the F-P etalon is a slow-light medium of thickness L, the transmission of the interferometer as a function of the incidence angle within the medium is given by [18] ,
where T s and R s are the transmissivity and reflectivity at the air-medium interface (as well as the medium-air interface), respectively, T L ͑͒ϵexp͑−␣L / cos ͒ is the transmissivity of a plane wave at incident angle through the medium, ⌬ = kL cos + 0 is the phase difference term, ␣ and k are the absorption coefficient and the wave number of the field inside the slow-light medium, respectively, 0 is the phase change of field due to reflection at the medium-air interface, and F is the finesse defined as
The angle between the center of the mth fringe and the normal direction is given by
where M Ϸ 2Ln / is the order of the fringe at normal incidence. The spectral sensitivity of the mth order fringe is therefore given by
For the case in which the finesse is high (i.e., small angular spread of the fringes), the angular spread [full width at half maximum (FWHM)] of the mth order fringe is determined through the relation ␦⌬ m =2/F and is given by
Thus, the spectral resolution of the mth order fringe is given by
For a F-P interferometer, one typically has the relation M ӷ m. Thus, one can obtain the following expression for the spectral resolution of a F-P interferometer:
To see more clearly how the absorption or gain of the slow-light medium influence the spectral resolution, we can introduce the definition of F into the above expression. When the fractional loss or gain of the field after a single pass through the slow-light medium is small, the above expression can be approximated by
or in frequency units
͑15͒
One sees that the resolution is given by the sum of two terms. The first term is present even for a lossless interferometer and is inversely proportional to the group index n g . The second term is proportional to the ratio between ␣ and n g . In principle, the first term can be made to vanish when the reflectivity at the surface R s approaches unity. In such cases, the overall spectral resolution will be determined primarily by the second term such that
͑16͒
Note that if the slow-light medium has gain such that the single-pass gain gL is comparable to the loss at the reflection 1 − R s , the two terms in Eq. (15) would become comparable to each other but with opposite signs. In this case, one can obtain very-high spectral resolution as long as the gain is not saturated. Note that the expression of Eq. (15) is also valid for other types of multiple-beam interferometer, such as a wedged shear interferometer [15] .
C. Fourier Transform Interferometer
Recently, it has been proposed and experimentally demonstrated that one can construct a FT interferometer using the method of variable slow light [17] . As shown in Fig. 3 , such a FT interferometer typically contains two fixed arms, with a variable slow-light medium in one arm. The two arms are adjusted to have zero optical-pathlength difference when the reduced group index n g Ј = n g − n of the variable slow-light medium is zero. In the ideal case in which the slow-light medium is lossless and has a uniform group index over the bandwidth of interest, the output I out (see Fig. 3 ) of such a slow-light FT interferometer is given by [17] 
where 0 is a reference frequency at which n͑ 0 ͒ is independent of the reduced group index n g Ј (cf. Ref. [17] ) and g = n g ЈL/c is the group delay between the two arms of the interferometer, which can be varied from zero to a maximum value g,max .
Similar to a conventional FT interferometer, the spectral resolution of such an ideal slow-light FT interferometer is limited by the maximum group delay between the two arms through the following relation:
In practice, however, a variable slow-light medium typically has associated frequency-dependent loss, which is usually linearly proportional to the reduced group index n g Ј. In this case, the output of the interferometer can be rewritten in the following form: 
͑19͒
For an input field containing only an infinitely narrow spectral line centered at 1 , the output as a function of the group delay is given by
To retrieve the input spectrum, one needs to take the FT of the output I out ͑ g Ј͒ as follows:
where ϵ ␣͑Ј͒L / ͑2 g ͒ and Љ ϵ Ј − 1 + 0 is the frequency detuning from Ј. Note that is independent of g . Consequently, one can calculate the above FT as follows:
where C is a constant independent of Љ and ␥ eff is the effective linewidth given by
One sees that the retrieved spectrum is a Lorentzianshaped line with a FWHM linewidth of ␦ 2 =2␥ eff = c␣ /2n g Ј. Thus, the overall spectral resolution of the slow-light FT interferometer is given by
Since L can be arbitrarily large, the spectral resolution will be primarily limited by the second contribution.
INTERFEROMETER PERFORMANCE FOR SPECIFIC SLOW-LIGHT TECHNIQUES
There are many physical processes that have been proposed and demonstrated to realize slow and fast light.
Here we investigate the performance of slow-light interferometers using three specific slow-light mechanisms. As shown in Section 2, the spectral resolutions of the three types of interferometers we consider in this paper are limited by ͉c␣ / ͑2n g ͉͒, ͉c␣ / ͑2n g ͉͒, and ͉c␣ / ͑2n g Ј͉͒, respectively. We define the characteristic spectral resolution as ␦ c ϵ͉c␣ / ͑2n g Ј͉͒ for the remainder the paper. Note also that we assume that the group index n g is much larger than the refractive index n such that n g Ј Ϸ n g .
The working bandwidth ⌬ w of a slow-light medium is calculated such that the characteristic spectral resolution within the working bandwidth does not vary by more than a factor of 2. The working finesse F w = ⌬ w / ␦ c is calculated accordingly.
A. Single Isolated Gain Line
Single-resonance gain features are commonly used to achieve slow light [6, [19] [20] [21] because of the rapid change of the refractive index in the vicinity of the resonance center. For example, the gain coefficient, refractive index, and reduced group index of an unsaturated Lorentzian gain line [6, 19] as functions of the frequency detuning Ј = − 0 from the resonance center 0 are given by
and
where g 0 and k 0 are the gain coefficient and the wave number at the center frequency 0 , respectively, ␥ is the half width at half maximum (HWHM) linewidth, and n͑0͒ is the background refractive index at the resonance center. From the above expressions, one can obtain the ratio between g and n g Ј as
The characteristic spectral resolution at the resonance center is then given by
One sees from Eq. (28) that the spectral resolution is frequency dependent and deteriorates as the frequency moves away from the resonance center. The working bandwidth is determined through the relation ␦ c ͑Ј = 0.5⌬ w ͒ =2␦ c ͑Ј =0͒ and is given by
Consequently, the working finesse F w is given by
.
͑31͒
We see that the working finesse is independent of the linewidth of the resonance, and is less than unity, which is due to the rapid change in spectral resolution [see Fig.  4(b) ] caused by the rapid variation of the group index and the gain coefficient in the vicinity of a Lorentzian resonance center [see Fig. 4(a) ]. This result indicates that such a slow-light medium may be useful for detecting the frequency shift of an input field, but is not suitable for constructing a spectrometer to measure a broad spectrum because of its very limited working finesse near the resonance center. Two techniques can be used to overcome this limitation. One is to use a broadened gain feature with a flattened top (e.g., using multiple gain lines [20, 21] ) instead of a single Lorentzian gain line to increase the working bandwidth. The other is to put the gain feature on a broadband absorption background to make the medium transparent near the resonance center. Using the latter technique, one can make the absolute magnitude of the gain coefficient be very small near the resonance center and, consequently, achieve high spectral resolution because the characteristic spectral resolution will no longer be restricted by Eq. (29).
Note, however, that the ratio given by Eq. (28) does not change much in the wings of the resonance when the frequency detuning Ј is much larger than ␥ [also see Fig.  4(b) ]. This result indicates that such a slow-light medium can be used in a spectrometer if the working frequency range is chosen to be in the wing of the resonance center [17] so long as the strength of the resonance is great enough to provide a large group index in the wing region.
B. Separated Double Absorption Lines
It has recently been shown that the use of the transparency window between two separated absorption features is a very effective technique to realize slow light [10, 11] . Here we consider the case in which two identical Lorentzian resonance lines of HWHM linewidth ␥, separated by 2⌬, are used. The absorption coefficient, relative refractive index nЈ͑Ј͒ϵn͑Ј͒ − n͑Ј =0͒, and reduced group index as functions of the detuning Ј = − 0 from the center frequency 0 halfway between the two resonance lines are given by
͑33͒
Thus, the ratio between n g Ј and ␣ is given by
͑35͒
The characteristic spectral resolution at the center frequency 0 is thus given by
For the case in which the half separation ⌬ between the two resonance centers is much larger than the resonance linewidth ␥, ␦ c is approximately equal to 2␥ [see Fig.
5(b)].
Note that in the cases in which ⌬ӷ␥, the working bandwidth is approximately equal to the separation between the two resonances 2⌬. Therefore, the working finesse in this case can be approximated by
As long as the strength of the resonances is great enough, the working finesse can be very high and linearly proportional to the separation between the two resonance centers [see Fig. 5(c) ]. Note that we require that the reduced group index within the entire working bandwidth be of the same sign (either positive or negative for slow-or fastlight cases, respectively). Thus, the working finesse becomes zero when ⌬ = ␥. For ⌬Ͻ␥ the double-resonance medium becomes a single-absorption-line medium, and therefore the working finesse is also reduced to that of a single-gain-line medium. 
C. Electromagnetically Induced Transparency
Electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) is another slow-light process that can achieve a very large group index [2, 22, 23] . In the case of zero pump detuning [see Fig. 6(a) ], the analytic expression for the complex refractive index of a ⌳-type EIT medium as a function of the frequency detuning Ј = − 0 from the EIT resonance center 0 is given by [1] ñ ͑Ј͒ = ␣ 0 2k 0
where ␣ 0 and k 0 are the background absorption coefficient (when the pump field is absent) and the wave number at the EIT center frequency, respectively; ␥ ca and ␥ ba are the dephasing rates of the transitions from levels ͉c to ͉a͘ and from ͉b͘ to ͉a͘, respectively; and ⍀ p is the pump Rabi frequency. For a typical EIT medium with ␥ ba ӷ ␥ ca , one can expand Eq. (38) in a Taylor series, keep terms up to the third order, and obtain the following approximate expressions for the absorption coefficient and the refractive index near the EIT resonance center (within the transparency window),
where
The reduced group index n g Ј is then given by
Using these expressions, one can obtain the following result for the ratio of ␣ to n g Ј:
At the EIT resonance center (i.e., Ј = 0), one obtains the following expression for the characteristic spectral resolution:
͑43͒
As the pump Rabi frequency increases, the characteristic spectral resolution approaches its minimum value ␦ c → 2␥ ca . Note that this resolution is much finer than the intrinsic linewidth ␥ ba associated with the transition from level ͉b͘ to ͉a͘.
One sees from Eq. (42) that the resolution ␦ c will deteriorate as the signal frequency is detuned away from the EIT resonance center. The working bandwidth ⌬ w is determined through the relation that the resolution at the boundary ␦ c ͑Ј = 0.5⌬ w ͒ of the working bandwidth is twice as large as the resolution at the EIT resonance center, i.e.,
͑44͒
For a large pump Rabi frequency, one obtains the following expression for the working bandwidth:
͑45͒
Since ␥ ba ӷ ␥ ca (i.e., ␥ ӷ 1), the working bandwidth can be further approximated as ⌬ w Ϸ 2␥ ca ͉⍀ p ͉. Consequently, the working finesse F w is given by
For a large pump Rabi frequency and a large ␥ , the working finesse becomes F w Ϸ͉⍀ p ͉, i.e., the normalized pump Rabi frequency. Figure 6 (b) shows the normalized reduced group index and the absorption coefficient at the EIT resonance center as the normalized pump Rabi frequency ⍀ p increases. One sees that the group index reaches its maximum when ⍀ p is approximately equal to 1. For ⍀ p Ͼ 1, the value of the group index decreases due to the power broadening of the transparency window. Meanwhile, the absorption coefficient decreases monotonically as ⍀ p increases. As a result, the characteristic spectral resolution ␦ c rapidly becomes smaller first as ⍀ p increases from zero, and ␦ c gradually approaches its theoretical limit 2␥ ca for ⍀ p Ͼ 2 [see Fig. 6(c) ]. On the other hand, one sees from Fig. 6(d) that the working finesse is approximately equal to the value of the normalized Rabi frequency ⍀ p as predicted in Eq. (46).
Note also that the characteristic resolution of an EIT medium is limited by the decay rate between the two ground states, which is typically much less than the linewidth of the transition between the excited state and one ground state. Therefore, a slow-light interferometer based on EIT can potentially achieve higher spectral resolution as compared to an interferometer based on doubleabsorption lines.
SUMMARY
In conclusion, the spectral performance of various types of slow-light interferometers has been studied under the practical situations in which the slow-light medium has associated gain or absorption and dispersion of the group index. We have shown that under practical conditions the actual spectral resolution of the interferometer is primarily limited by the ratio between the associated gain or loss and the group index, and that the working bandwidth is limited by the frequency dependence of this ratio.
The spectral performance of slow-light interferometers using three specific slow-light processes has been evaluated in terms of the characteristic spectral resolution and the working finesse. It has been shown that, while the characteristic resolution is typically limited by the linewidth of a resonance-induced slow-light medium, it can be much smaller if a broadband absorption or gain can be added on the narrow gain or absorption feature to make the slow-light medium more transparent over the spectral region for which the group index is large. Moreover, it has been shown that there is no fundamental upper limit for the working finesse that a slow-light interferometer can achieve. Of the three types of slow-light processes studied in this paper, EIT media have the potential to achieve the finest spectral resolution, because the linewidth is limited by the decay rate between two ground states, which is typically much less than that of a transition between an excited state and a ground state. However, doubleabsorption-line media have more applicability because it can be more easily implemented and controlled [17] . These analyses provide guidelines for how to choose appropriate slow-light techniques for interferometry applications to meet specific demands on the spectral performance.
